EVIDENT® AND COMMONWELL®
SOLVING A DIFFICULT PROBLEM

Ask patients to remember their clinical
history + request a fax

Know where your patient has been + get the data
within the workflow

WHO IS COMMONWELL?
CommonWell Health Alliance is a not-for-profit trade association devoted to the simple
vision that health data should be available to individuals and caregivers regardless of where
care occurs. Additionally, access to this data must be built into health IT at a reasonable cost
for use by a broad range of health care providers and the patient’s they serve.

WHY SHOULD YOU USE COMMONWELL?
“Connecting to the CommonWell network has allowed our Emergency and Clinic provider’s
easy access to patient care records that have occurred at other CommonWell participating
facilities. This improved access to relevant patient data has reduced phone calls, paperwork
and time, resulting in improved quality of patient care. “
Jennifer Brockaus
				
Chief Information Officer
Evident Client

The average person sees more than 18 care providers in their lifetime. Each provider has their
own electronic health record and other clinical data sources to manage their patients’ care.
Most patients believe their physicians have access to all their health data, but the reality is in
most cases they have access to a small amount of the patient’s health history.
Bottom line, participating in the CommonWell network enables you to provide better, more
informed and coordinated patient care, resulting in a healthier outcome for your patients.

HOW DO I GET STARTED?
Getting started is easy. Simply go to www.cpsiQ.com and click on “CommonWell Health
Alliance.” Complete the form and we will contact you with next steps.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST FOR THE COMMONWELL CONNECTION PACKAGE?
There is ZERO cost, other than a little bit of your time to setup the connection and train your staff.

WHO IS COMMONWELL?
More than 13,000 provider sites in all 50
states, D.C. and Puerto Rico are live on
CommonWell services, with more than 50
million unique individuals’ records available.
In addition, later this year Evident will be
offering the option to connect and bilaterally
exchange health data with Carequalityenabled care providers.
Learn more about Carequality at:
https://carequality.org/

HOW DOES CONNECTING TO COMMONWELL WORK?
Evident® enables health care provider’s to manage patient identity, link patients across organizations and facilitate secure data access
and exchange beyond our clients own system or community.

						
						

Record Location creates a “virtual table of contents”
to available locations of patient data.

IN SUMMARY
Evident subscribes to a vision of universal, trusted access to healthcare data through seamless interoperability. Furthermore, health
data should be available to individuals and providers, regardless of where care occurs.
By participating in the CommonWell network, your providers can easily gain access to their patient’s health data that resides at other
care locations. In turn, your patients benefit by being able to share their data that is stored in the Thrive or Centriq EHR with other
healthcare providers that participate in the CommonWell network. Everyone wins!
Why wait?

Signup is free and the patient care benefits are significant

Learn more about CommonWell at: https://www.commonwellalliance.org/
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